Sauder Worship Seating® is known throughout the USA as a manufacturer of superior quality and comfort within our diverse selection of pews and chairs. When St. Agatha Parish in Milton, MA needed new furniture, they came to Sauder Worship Seating to fulfill their needs.

Traditionally, Catholic churches prefer curved pews such as our Radiance™ pews or straight pews. However, St. Agatha Parish selected Vantage chairs to use in the chapel space which provided more flexibility than traditional pews allow. The chapel at St. Agatha utilizes a combination of Vantage arm chairs as well as Vantage side chairs interlocked together to create additional stability within the rows. The Vantage chairs are equipped with kneelers and use individual frontals placed in front of the first row of Vantage chairs to provide modesty and kneeling options to the parishioners. The benefit of using Vantage chairs is the increased flexibility of the worship space as well as creating an up-to-date atmosphere. At Sauder Worship Seating™ we understand the use of a worship space is dependent upon each congregation and their needs for the space.

St. Agatha Parish also selected Sauder Worship Seating™ Plylok chairs and tables for their fellowship and dining areas. The simplicity of the Plylok chair combined with the innovative plybent wood technology upholds the continued flexibility and use of the space throughout the church.
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“I have had the pleasure of working with William Knowles the local representative of Sauder Worship Seating, for approximately 40 years. We worked on the Saint Agatha Church in the 1980s on the upper church renovations, and again in 2007 on the lower church renovations. Sauder offers clients several options, which Bill and I reviewed together to determine the best fit for both design and budget. All of our projects were great successes, and the pastor at the church is very happy with the final results.”  

- Steve Wessling, Architect, Wessling Architects
About St. Agatha Parish

St. Agatha Parish was established in 1922 and was built in the gothic style of architecture. St. Agatha Parish has continued to serve the community of Milton-Quincy, MA throughout the years which includes a school. Throughout the years, the parish has undergone significant renovations which include refurbished stained glass windows, award-winning lighting system as well as a pipe organ. For more information on the history of St. Agatha Parish, please visit their website at www.stagathaparish.org section “About”, drop down list “History”.

About Sauder Worship Seating

Sauder Worship Seating®, a brand of Sauder Manufacturing Co., began in 1934 in northwest Ohio with small, custom orders for worship seating. The company’s reputation for handcrafted, top quality work became its springboard for expansion as increasing needs and changing church trends prompted the Sauder family to introduce new seating solutions and worship accessories. Today, Sauder Worship Seating blends skilled craftsmen, modern technology, and quality materials to create some of the world’s best worship furniture. More information about Sauder Worship Seating may be found online at sauderworship.com